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One of the world’s natural wonders, the Great Barrier Reef stretches more than 2000 kilometres in a maze of coral reefs and islands along Australia’s north-eastern coastline. This book unfolds the fascinating story behind its mystique, providing for the first time a comprehensive cultural and ecological history of European impact, from early voyages of discovery to the most recent developments in Reef science and management. Incisive and a delight to read in its thorough account of the scientific, social and environmental consequences of European impact on the world’s greatest coral reef system and Australia’s greatest natural feature, this extraordinary book is sure to become a classic.

After graduating from the University of Sydney and completing a PhD at the University of Illinois, James Bowen pursued an academic career in the United States, Canada and Australia, publishing extensively in the history of ideas and environmental thought. As visiting Professorial Fellow at the Australian National University from 1984 to 1989, he became absorbed in the complex history of the Reef, exploring this over the next decade through intensive archival, field and underwater research in collaboration with Margarita Bowen, ecologist and distinguished historian of science. The outcome of those stimulating years is this absorbing saga.
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The Great Barrier Reef, Australia’s most outstanding natural feature, has captured the interest of scientists and tourists from around the world. Yet surprisingly, despite its immense attraction, scientific importance and heritage value, no single, comprehensive account of its fascinating history has ever been published.

My own interest in the Reef, arising from a lifetime of involvement with coastal and marine environments, was initially aroused by the Great Barrier Reef conservation conflict of the 1960s. During an academic career that included extensive publishing in the history of ideas and environmental thought, the present study was commenced as a visiting Professorial Fellow in the Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies of the Australian National University from 1984 to 1989. In that stimulating context the task was conceived as a project to bring into the public record the history of the Great Barrier Reef since its discovery by Europeans.

This became a challenging collaborative research project with Dr Margarita Bowen, scientist and historian. Following the original conception we worked closely together, guided by her wide experience in ecological studies and competence in the study of the development of scientific thought, originally presented in her impressive study of scientific ideas in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in *Empiricism and Geographical Thought* (1981). Published in the prestigious Cambridge Geographical Studies series, that work still challenges much ecological theory today. The conceptual structure for this book has also depended on her concern to ensure indigenous justice, and understanding of heritage issues gained while working in the Commonwealth Department of the Environment in Canberra.

Throughout the following decade this led us to undertake extensive and memorable field studies over the entire Reef area: on research vessels and patrol boats; in aerial surveys, and scuba diving with scientific colleagues and Marine Park rangers on reefs from Lady Musgrave and the outer Swains complex in the south to Lizard Island in the north; with further travel on ships to Torres Strait, the Great North East Channel and reefs in Papua-New Guinea, New Britain and across the Coral Sea to New Caledonia and Vanuatu. Margarita, however, drew the line at joining me on several expeditions to the outer Swain Reefs to catch sea snakes for ecological surveys, perhaps a wise precaution since on one occasion I was struck on the leg by an aggressive olive sea snake, whose fangs fortunately did not penetrate my wetsuit. A significant part of our time was spent with research teams at the field stations of Heron, One Tree and Orpheus Islands, and in residence for numerous periods at the Australian Institute of Marine Science and at the Sir George Fisher Centre for Tropical Marine Studies of James Cook University in Townsville. In
every case our inquiries met with an encouraging enthusiasm for this project and a generous sharing of information.

As research on this study progressed, it was dismaying to discover how little of the historical record was freely available: the numerous scientists with whom we had sustained contact knew almost nothing of the background to their own specialties. Modern science is characterised by the dominant ethos of what I call ‘presentism’: ten years ago for many is ancient history and considered of no use in current research. It is perhaps a sad irony that the very nature of the sciences as they developed in the nineteenth century – reductionist, specialised, materialist and with a pronounced rejection of the past in favour of progress – has frequently resulted in a loss of knowledge, with an exclusion of history and the search for a broader vision. That is a deprivation for science, and for the human spirit: without knowledge of the past we lack any sense of continuity with it and with the world of ideas where our minds can travel, survey and enjoy the incredible richness of human experience.

The quest then, became one of attempting to return that historical heritage, in a coherent, integrated account, to public view. Along with extensive field experience this led me to the equally fascinating search for early primary sources, including travel journals, archive records and in many cases the personal recollections of key figures in reef research and management since 1975. On many occasions I was evidently the first person to open boxes long stored on repository shelves, or to ask questions of significant participants in more recent events. Those searches have enabled the later chapters to be documented from previously unpublished archival material covering the period from the late 1890s to the Low Isles Expedition of 1928–29. The chapters recounting the final decades of the twentieth century are based, in part, on previously obscure Commonwealth records, and valuable interviews with persons directly involved in the formation of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority and subsequent events leading to its World Heritage listing by UNESCO. In the case of several of those distinguished men and women who entrusted me with their records and documents, their voices, regrettably, are now silent.

As the book developed Margarita Bowen undertook the demanding task of scientific revision and editing to ensure the highest standard of accuracy. Throughout the text she wrote new sections and substantially revised others to correct errors of fact or interpretation and provide greater clarity of expression, particularly in regard to the conceptual framework of current theory of science, ecological debate and heritage issues. Her expertise has brought the narrative to a standard that otherwise could not have been attained.

During the process of editing the very lengthy draft, due to limitations of space, had to be extensively abridged for publication. As a result a large amount of contextual detail had to be removed, including a number of topics closely related to Reef history, notably the century long quest for an Australian marine research centre as revealed in the fascinating story of the Miklouho–Maclay station of the 1880s and Sydney’s aborted Watsons Bay station of the 1930s. Likewise excluded were fuller accounts of MacGillivray’s untimely
dismissal from the survey by the Herald, and the furious continuation of the controversy on coral reef formation with the defence of Darwin by the great American geologist James Dana in the late nineteenth century. Moreover, given the explosion in scientific investigation of coral reefs worldwide, and associated conservation activity, it has been possible to report only selectively from the huge quantity of publications.

From the extensive literature of relevant studies – in addition to numerous colourful travel books on the wonders of the Reef – many informative works have been consulted. These, however, invariably concentrated on a single issue such as exploration, settlement, resource extraction, or on scientific aspects, chiefly topics in biology and geology. Despite the considerable volume of publications, the Great Barrier Reef so far has not had the fascinating saga behind its complex tapestry of history brought together in a composite narrative. This book, then, is our pioneer project to provide a continuous – but by no means complete – contextual history of the Reef in a single volume.

James Bowen
Research Fellow
Environmental Science & Management
Southern Cross University
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